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Abstract—In emerging fast-charging stations, DC fast chargers
(DCFCs) are employed which rely on power electronics and
control to achieve the required performance. Harmonic emission
induced by the complex system behavior is of great concern in
the DCFC system. This paper proposes a harmonic emission
model for the typical electric vehicle charger design, i.e., two-
level active front end. The technique is based on the Fourier
series method and the impedance model which is able to reveal
the harmonic current emission of DCFCs under different grid
conditions. Time-domain simulations are presented subsequently
to validate the proposed model.

Index Terms—DC fast charger, harmonics, Fourier series,
impedance model

I. INTRODUCTION

With the roll-out of electric vehicles (EVs), a massive
installation of fast-charging stations (FCSs) is expected [1].
However, same as wind turbine inverters and PV inverters
[2, 3], DC fast chargers (DCFCs) installed in FCSs are essen-
tially power electronic based devices leading to power quality
degradation because of their harmonic current emission [4].
Thus, harmonic emission modelling is essential for analysing
the root cause of DCFCs’ harmonic emission, which avails the
design of DCFCs to prevent severe harmonic issues.

A typical DCFC consists of several power modules. In each
module, an AC/DC and a DC/DC converter are enclosed. The
harmonic emission of the DCFC is mainly determined by the
AC/DC converter [5]. For the AC/DC converter, one of the
typical designs, i.e., two-level active front end (AFE), which
is considered in this paper, is illustrated in Fig. 1.

Harmonic spectrum for the two-level converter has been
discussed based on double Fourier series method in literature
[6–8]. However, most of them focus only on high frequencies.
The low order harmonics are thought to be easily eliminated
by current control [9]. However, such neglect of low order
harmonics may be incorrect when the low order harmonics are
amplified because of the resonance in a charger-grid system.

Hence, a harmonic emission model mainly considering low-
frequency harmonics is proposed in this paper. In section II,
the analytical modelling of the harmonic emission for a two-
level AFE is elaborated. In section III, a comparison between
simulation and theoretical calculation is given. Section IV
gives conclusions of this paper.

Fig. 1. Active front-end converter of the DCFC with the control block
diagram.

II. HARMONIC CURRENT EMISSION MODELLING FOR THE
AC/DC CONVERTER

One effective technique for harmonic emission analysis is
the impedance based method [10–13]. The impedance model
of the charger-grid system is depicted in Fig. 2. The DCFC
is modelled as a harmonic current source Ic in parallel with
the converter input impedance Zc. The grid is simplified
as a background voltage source Vg in series with the grid
impedance Zg.
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Based on the the model shown in Fig. 2, the harmonic
current emission Ie under different grid conditions can be
expressed as (1). The analytical model of the AC/DC converter
input impedance Zc is based on the small signal model
(illustrated in Fig. 3) of the control block diagram shown in
Fig. 1 while influences of the PLL dynamics, the inner current
control loop, the outer voltage control loop and the fluctuation
of DC-link voltage are taken into account.

Ie(s) =
Zc(s)Ic(s)

Zc(s) + Zg(s)
− Vg(s)

Zc(s) + Zg(s)
(1)

With the modelling of the AC/DC converter input
impedance Zc, the harmonic emission induced by the grid
harmonic voltage can be estimated. However, when the grid
voltages are ideal sinusoidal waveforms without harmonics,
there are still current harmonics that exist in the input current
of DCFC due to the harmonic current source Ic. This harmonic
current source is determined by the topology, the modulation
method, the power filter, the switching frequency, the dead
time, and also the DC-link voltage ripple.

As illustrated in Fig. 1, ia, ib, and ic are the AC phase
currents, Vsa, Vsb, and Vsc are the switch node voltages which
are determined by the state of switches. To analyse the low
frequency current harmonics drawn by the AFE, it is essential
to first acquire the expression of the switch node voltage which
is used to obtain the Fourier series of the switch node voltage.
Then current harmonic with order h can be derived from the
hth components of the switch node voltage.

DCFC Grid

PCC

Fig. 2. Impedance model of a charger-grid system

A. Calculation of the switch node voltage
As shown in Fig. 4, the switch node voltage waveform can

be expressed as (2),

Vsa =

{
Udc t ∈ (0, t1), (t2, t3), · · · , (tN , T )

0 t ∈ (t1, t2), (t3, t4), · · · , (tN−1, tN )
(2)

Grounded on the principle of asymmetrical sampled modu-
lation technique (shown in Fig. 4), the switching time instant
can be established as following [14]. First, the wave angle
yk of the modulation waveform sampling time instant can be
represented as,

yk =
ω1

ωc
π(k − 1) k = 1, 2, 3, · · · , N (3)

where ω1 is fundamental angular frequency, ωc is angular
frequency of triangular carrier, and N = 2ωc

ω1
. It should

be noted that yk is in reference to angle of the modulation
waveform. Based on (3), the switching angle xk can be derived
as,

xk =
π

2
+ (k − 1)π + (−1)(k+1) · π

2
·M sin yk (4)

where M is the modulation index. In the next step, dead time
effect on xk is taken into consideration. The effect of the dead
time td on the switch node voltages is demonstrated in Fig. 5,
where the switching delay of the power switching devices is
ignored [15].

It should be noted that the dead time effect on the switch
node voltage (e.g. Vsa) depends on the polarity of the phase
current (e.g., ia). This yields the modified switching angle x*

k
as,

x∗
k = xk +

1− sign(i)(−1)k

2
· ωcTd (5)

where sign(i) = 1 if phase current ia,b,c ≥ 0, sign(i) = −1
if phase current ia,b,c < 0, and Td is the dead time period.

Apart from the previous analysis, the impact of actual
waveforms of phase current (e.g. ia, ib, and ic) needs to be
taken into account. As shown in Fig. 6, the phase current
ia jumps between positive and negative in the initial phase
of the modulation signal. On the one hand, ia < 0 during
the first dead time period, which results in the switch node
voltage Vsa being negative. On the other hand, ia > 0 during
the second dead time period, which leads to a positive switch
node voltage. Therefore, the actual switch node voltage around
the starting point of the modulation signal is not affected by
the dead time. This phenomenon also applies to switch node
voltages in the final phase of the modulation signal.

To obtain the time period without dead time effects, the
average model for the two-level AFE in Fig.1 is used,

ea = Ldia
dt +Ria + Udc(da − da+db+dc

3 )

eb = Ldib
dt +Rib + Udc(db − da+db+dc

3 )

ec = Ldic
dt +Ric + Udc(dc − da+db+dc

3 )

(6)

where da,b,c is the phase leg average duty cycle [16]. The
accurate phase current ripple shown in Fig. 6 can be obtained
using (5). Therefore, the basic idea of time period Tnd without
dead time effects calculation can be expressed as,

Iaverage(a,b,c)(Tnd)−∆Iripple(a,b,c)(Tnd) = 0 (7)

where Iaverage(a,b,c) is the phase current calculated by the aver-
age model in (6), and ∆Iripple(a,b,c) denotes the current ripple
derived from the expression of Vsa,b,c and ea,b,c. Consequently,
the switching time instant tk within one fundamental period
T can be finally obtained by the (8) and (9),

x∗∗
k =


xk t ∈ (t0, t0 + Tnd1)

x∗
k t ∈ (t0 + Tnd1, T − Tnd2)

xk t ∈ (T − Tnd2, T )

(8)
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Fig. 3. Block diagram of the linearized small signal model of the system shown in Fig. 1

Modulation signal

Carrier

Fig. 4. The Principle of regular-sampled PWM technique (asymmetrically
sampling).

where Tnd1 is the first time period without dead time effects,
and Tnd2 is the second time period without dead time effects.

tk =
x∗∗
k

Nπ
× T1 (9)

where T1 is the time period of fundamental waveform.
According to (2) and (9), coefficient ah of Fourier series

can be gained,

ah =
2

T

∫ t0+T

t0

Vsa(t) cos(
2π

T
· ht)dt

=
Udc

hπ

N∑
k=1

sin(
2π

T
· htk) · (−1)(k+1) (10)

Coefficient bh of Fourier series can be calculated in the same

Modulation Signal Carrier

Ideal

Actual gate signals

Actual

Actual

S2

S1

Actual gate signals

Actual

S2

S1

Actual

Refa
 Carrier

Refb

Refc

Fig. 5. Switch node voltage of Leg-A considering the dead time effect.

way,

bh =
2

T

∫ t0+T

t0

Vsa(t) sin(
2π

T
· ht)dt

=
Udc

hπ

N∑
k=1

cos(
2π

T
· htk) · (−1)k (11)

Based on (10) and (11), the hth harmonics of the switch
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Fig. 6. Actual waveforms of phase current ia, switch node voltage Vsa at the
start point of one switching period.

node voltage (i.e., Vsa(h), Vsb(h), and Vsc(h)) can be obtained.

B. Calculation of current harmonics

Fig. 7. Equivalent circuit of the active front-end.

According to the equivalent circuit in Fig. 7, the current
harmonic of order h can be derived as,

ia(h) = −
(2Vsa(h) − Vsb(h) − Vsc(h))

3(R+ jhωL)
(12)

where R is the resistance of the input filter, L is the inductance
of the input filter, and h is the harmonic order. It is important
to note that the grid voltages (i.e., ea, eb, and ec) are assumed
to be ideal sinusoidal waveform, which have no influence on
the harmonics calculation.

In the previous calculation, only the modulation method
and the dead time effects are taken into account. Regarding
the high-frequency current harmonics exceeding controller
bandwidth, control system effects can be ignored. However,
this doesn’t apply to the low-frequency current harmonics.
To determine the low-frequency current harmonics induced
by the control system and the DC-link voltage fluctuations,
the open-loop current harmonics need to be integrated into
the control block diagram to obtain the accurate values of the
low-frequency harmonics in the input phase current ia,b,c.

The final simplified block diagram of the system for closed-
loop input current harmonics calculation is illustrated in Fig.
8, where the input ĩdqDT is ia(h) in (12), ĩdq is the harmonic
current source Ie, Gv(s) is the transfer function of the voltage
controller, Gi2dctot and (1+Gol)

−1Gol are the simplified blocks
of the control diagram in Fig. 3 (expressed in (13) (14)).

DCFC Grid

PCC

Fig. 8. Simplified block diagram of the linearized small signal model of the
system

Gd2dc(s) =
3

2

1

Couts+
1

Zdc

ITdq

Gi2dc(s) =
3

2

1

Couts+
1

Zdc

DT
dq

Gd2v(s) = Udc +
3

2

1

Couts+
1

Zdc

DdqI
T
dq

Zvdpasdq(s) = Y −1 +
3

2

1

Couts+
1

Zdc

DdqD
T
dq

Gi2dctot(s) = Gi2dc −Gd2dcG
−1
d2vZvdpasdq (13)

H(s) =
1

Udc
Z−1
vdpasdqGd2vGdel

Hde(s) = (I −HJω1L)
−1H

Gol(s) = HdeHi (14)

III. SIMULATION VALIDATION

To verify the effectiveness of the harmonic emission model,
time-domain simulations are conducted in PLECS Standalone.
Parameters presented in Tables I and II are applied in the
PLECS simulation.

Based on the analytical solution achieved in section II,
calculation was carried out in Python to obtain the harmonic
spectrums of input phase currents (i.e., ia, ib, and ic). Low
frequency harmonics including 5th, 7th, 11th, and 13th are
selected for comparison since they are the most damaging
frequency components to power devices and grid [17]. The
results with different short circuit ratio (SCR) are shown in
Fig. 9 and Fig. 10. It was found that the results achieved
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Fig. 9. The harmonic spectrum of input phase current (SCR=5).
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Fig. 10. The harmonic spectrum of input phase current (SCR=30).

TABLE I
CIRCUIT PARAMETERS OF THE AFE IN FIG. 1

Parameters values
Grid voltage (line-to-neutral) Vg/V 230
Grid fundamental frequency f1/Hz 50

Grid filter inductance L/µH 250
Grid filter resistance R/mΩ 20

DC-link voltage Udc/V 800
Output capcitor Vout/µF 1500

AFE Switching frequency fsw/kHz 40
AFE control sampling frequency fs/kHz 80

AFE dead time Td/µs 1
Reference modulation index M 0.40577494

Output power Pout/kW 30

TABLE II
CONTROLLER PARAMETERS OF THE AFE IN FIG. 1

Parameters values
Proportional gain of current controller Kpi 1.256637

Integral gain of current controller Kii 100.530965
Proportional gain of voltage controller Kpu 6.148755

Integral gain of current controller Kiu 254.664516
Proportional gain of SRF-PLL Kppll 0.57950647

Integral gain of SRF-PLL Kipll 109.23439616

with the proposed analytical model are matching the results
achieved by the PLECS simulation well.

IV. CONCLUSION

This paper presents a harmonic emission model for the AFE
in DCFCs, using the Fourier series and the impedance-based
method. The analytical solution of the harmonic spectrum
can be easily achieved using this model. First, the detailed
harmonic emission modelling procedure is provided. Second,
the calculation results from the developed model are compared
with the time-domain simulation results to verify the validity
of the model. It is shown that the calculation results of the
analytical model are in good agreement with the simulation
results. The derived model gives insight into the AFE’s
harmonics behavior in varying grid situations which can be
applied to DCFCs’ design.
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